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HeraeusHeraeus –– 40 Years of Pulsars40 Years of Pulsars



Telescope arrays provide
Superior angular resolution
(few arcmin @ TeV energies)
Excellent rejection of cosmic-
ray background
Enlarged detection area



HESS (0.2 TeV to 10 TeV)

HESS sources in galactic plane are concentrated along |b|∼0.

Aharonian et al. Science, ApJ, 2005



Almost all Galactic Plane VHE Almost all Galactic Plane VHE 
gammagamma--ray sources are resolved.ray sources are resolved.



A tour through the VHE gammaA tour through the VHE gamma--ray galactic planeray galactic plane
AharonianAharonian et al. 2005, et al. 2005, ApJApJ



Photon Index Distribution:Photon Index Distribution:

Δ=0.5



Case for PWN association of Case for PWN association of 
most HESS sources in planemost HESS sources in plane

CenterCenter--filled (filled (““plerionplerion””))
Photon index (Photon index (γγ)) range is as predicted: range is as predicted: 
–– γγ = = ((ΓΓcorecore+1)/2 to (+1)/2 to (ΓΓcorecore+2)/2 + 0.2 = +2)/2 + 0.2 = 1.7 to 2.7 1.7 to 2.7 (observed: 1.8 to 2.7)(observed: 1.8 to 2.7)
–– with with ΓΓcorecore = 2 to 3 for injected electron spectral index at PWN shock = 2 to 3 for injected electron spectral index at PWN shock 

((uncooleduncooled).).
–– ΓΓcorecore cools to cools to ΓΓcorecore +1 due to +1 due to --EE22 energy losses far outside the PWN energy losses far outside the PWN 

shock.shock.
–– Additional constant Additional constant ∼∼0.2 due to near0.2 due to near--Klein Klein NishinaNishina effects.effects.
–– Photon index spread is Photon index spread is Δ∼Δ∼0.5 (0.5 (uncooleduncooled to cooling domain).to cooling domain).

Some are near VelaSome are near Vela--like pulsarslike pulsars
Tight spread around |b|Tight spread around |b|∼∼0 is consistent with relatively young 0 is consistent with relatively young 
(up to (up to ∼∼20 20 kyrkyr) Type II SNR from massive star formation ) Type II SNR from massive star formation 
regions in/near molecular clouds.regions in/near molecular clouds.



Slight Slight steepeningsteepening
of IC Spectral of IC Spectral 
Index due to near Index due to near 
KleinKlein--NishinaNishina
EffectsEffects

Full range 
in X-rays

Full range 
in TeV



Photon Index Distribution:Photon Index Distribution:

Predicted Range
VELA X



How do we compare How do we compare TeVTeV
and and keVkeV observations ?observations ?

Electrons radiating synchrotron photons of Electrons radiating synchrotron photons of 
energy Eenergy EX X in a field of strength B=Bin a field of strength B=B--551010--55 G also G also 
IC scatter CMBR into VHE IC scatter CMBR into VHE γγ--ray range of energy ray range of energy 
E E γγ, , TeVTeV in units of in units of TeVTeV..

XX--ray energy: Eray energy: EXX ≅≅ 60 B60 B--55 Ε Ε γ γ ,,TeVTeV eVeV

We effectively probe the UV, EUV, soft X-ray to X-ray 
synchrotron component of PWN up to distances of 10 kpc.

Or, 0.6 keV synchrotron X-rays corresponds to 10 TeV
inverse Compton γ-rays



SNR 
FORWARD 

SHOCK

PWN

GENERIC SNR + PULSAR/PWN



Particle Acceleration in PWN shockParticle Acceleration in PWN shock



Maximum synchrotron frequency 
of the Crab Nebula:

Balancing synchrotron loss rate in 
PWN shock with acceleration rate 
equal to gyrofrequency gives 
synchrotron frequency=fundamental 
constants of nature (25 MeV).

OBSERVED !



Particle Acceleration in PWN shock: VelaParticle Acceleration in PWN shock: Vela



Supernovae & pulsars: Supernovae & pulsars: 
Vela regionVela region

Vela (Rosat)

Vela Junior
d ≈200 pc
age ≈ 700 y

Vela X PWN
d ≈390 pc
age ≈ 11 ky



High Density Region (H2 Cloud)

Pulsar 
Wind 

Nebula



High Density Region (Vela) 

PULSAR 
WIND 

NEBULA 
SHIFTED TO 
THE SOUTH 



PWN radius 
about 25% of 

SNR shell 
radius.

High Density Region (H2 Cloud)



2D Hydrodynamical Simulations 2D Hydrodynamical Simulations 
for Vela for Vela (Blondin et al. 2001)(Blondin et al. 2001)

Proposed for G18.0Proposed for G18.0--0.7 by Gaensler et al. 20030.7 by Gaensler et al. 2003

VELA X



Vela X Vela X -- 11--Degree Radio PWNDegree Radio PWN
Reverse Shock from 

Northern direction hit 
the PWN before the 

reverse shock from the 
Southern direction.

PSR





Offset VELA PWN as seen by HESS => Vela XOffset VELA PWN as seen by HESS => Vela X

Aharonian et al. 2006, A&A



Vela X offset also seen in XVela X offset also seen in X--raysrays

CHANDRA

THERMAL

NON-THERMAL



Zoom in on compact PWN: Pulsar/Torus/JetZoom in on compact PWN: Pulsar/Torus/Jet



Vela Torus/Jet/PulsarVela Torus/Jet/PulsarREVERSE 
SHOCK

HESS detection of Vela X 
(Aharonian et al. 2006) 



Vela X VHE Vela X VHE γγ--
ray spectrum.ray spectrum.

Brighther Brighther 
than Crab in than Crab in 
the 3 to 30 the 3 to 30 
TeV range!TeV range!

∼∼1717σσ
sigificancesigificance



Vela X VHE Vela X VHE 
spectrum:spectrum:

ΓΓ11=1.7=1.7±±0.20.2
ΓΓ22=3.4=3.4±±0.40.4

oror

exp. Cutoffexp. Cutoff

ΓΓ11=1.5=1.5±±0.2 0.2 
EE00=13.8=13.8±±4.1 4.1 TeVTeV

ΓΓ11=1.7=1.7

ΓΓ11∼∼3.43.4



What does it mean to measure What does it mean to measure 
the spectral maximum of Vela X?the spectral maximum of Vela X?
Assume a synchro-Compton origin: model a broken power 

law electron spectrum with a break energy E0.
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index 
consistent 
with X-ray 
torus



Is the assumption of transport of Is the assumption of transport of 
uncooleduncooled electrons from the torus electrons from the torus 

to the VHE nebula realistic?to the VHE nebula realistic?
TRANSPORT TIME: < 11 kyr = Age of Vela

For γ-ray energies below the break, the field strength must be 
below 8 μG for electrons to survive 11 kyr – realistic.

γ-ray emitting lifetime:

X-ray emitting lifetime is shorter:



Forcing a cooling break of Forcing a cooling break of 
ΔΓΔΓ=1 in the electron spectrum =1 in the electron spectrum 

–– to fit the Xto fit the X--rays.rays.



Forcing a cooling break of Forcing a cooling break of 
ΔΓΔΓ=1 in the electron spectrum =1 in the electron spectrum 

–– to fit the Xto fit the X--rays.rays.



Accept the bestAccept the best--fit electron spectrumfit electron spectrum

BIG PROBLEM!



Proton Source Proton Source –– as a as a 
possible solution for Vela:possible solution for Vela:

Horns, Horns, AharonianAharonian & Masterson (2006)& Masterson (2006)
Protons from pulsar/PWN shock .Protons from pulsar/PWN shock .
Maximum proton energy gives spectral turnoverMaximum proton energy gives spectral turnover
High energy content: >10High energy content: >104848 erg from earlier erg from earlier 
epochs. No problem, but why only 100 epochs. No problem, but why only 100 TeVTeV
proton maximum conspiracy from all epochs? proton maximum conspiracy from all epochs? 
This maximum would decrease as This maximum would decrease as √√L  to give a L  to give a 
spectral smearing not seen in VHE spectral smearing not seen in VHE γγ--rays.rays.



HESS J1825-137

HESS



Discovery of HESS J1825Discovery of HESS J1825--137 137 
((AharonianAharonian et al., Science, A&A,  2005)et al., Science, A&A,  2005)

Discovered after 8.4 hours observations (2004). Discovered after 8.4 hours observations (2004). 
Extended source (Extended source (σσ=9.6=9.6±±2.0 2.0 arcminarcmin) offset by ) offset by 
11.2 11.2 arcminarcmin south of PSR B1823south of PSR B1823--13; 13; 
Excess: 370Excess: 370±±20 counts; 20 counts; 
Significance: 8.1Significance: 8.1σσ..

ReobservedReobserved in 2005: total effective time 52.1h.in 2005: total effective time 52.1h.
Significance: 34Significance: 34σσ
Excess: 19,510Excess: 19,510±±577 counts577 counts

ReobservationsReobservations of HESS J1825of HESS J1825--137 137 
((AharonianAharonian et al., submitted to A&A,  2006)et al., submitted to A&A,  2006)



HESS: Aharonian et al. 2006, Submitted to A&A 

HESS HESS 
J1825J1825--137137

μμ--quasarquasar



G18.0G18.0--0.7 and HESS J18250.7 and HESS J1825--137 shifted 137 shifted 
south of PSR B1823south of PSR B1823--1313

XMM: Gaensler et al. 2003, ApJ

XMM: G 18.0-0.7

PSR B1823-13

HESS statistics is much better than XMM



G18.0G18.0--0.7: PWN 0.7: PWN vsvs SNR size?SNR size?
de de JagerJager, Hinton & Funk 2005, Hinton & Funk 2005

PWNePWNe G18.0G18.0--0.7/HESS J18250.7/HESS J1825--137 and Vela X show the offset 137 and Vela X show the offset 
structures structures -- SNR expansion in an inhomogeneous medium.SNR expansion in an inhomogeneous medium.
Longer synchrotron lifetimes of Longer synchrotron lifetimes of TeVTeV γγ--ray ray emitting electrons emitting electrons 
(compared to X(compared to X--rays) give larger rays) give larger TeVTeV size compared to Xsize compared to X--
rays.rays.
Pulsar braking index (n=2) predicts the expected SNR size, Pulsar braking index (n=2) predicts the expected SNR size, 
which should (?) be 4 times the size of the PWN for expansion which should (?) be 4 times the size of the PWN for expansion 
in the in the SedovSedov phase, assuming the hot phase of the ISM phase, assuming the hot phase of the ISM 
(N(NHH=0.003 cm=0.003 cm--33).).

Expected size scaled from observed 
size of HESS J1825-137:

Predicted SNR size (Sedov): 
NH=0.003 cm-3 (hot phase of 

the ISM);  n=2 the 
preferred braking index



SNR shell surface brightness fades rapidly for SNR shell surface brightness fades rapidly for 
D>10 pc D>10 pc -- BerezhkoBerezhko & V& Vöölklk OG.2.2.23OG.2.2.23

X-RAYS
RADIO



EGRET/HESS Spatially Averaged Spectrum EGRET/HESS Spatially Averaged Spectrum 
of HESS J1825of HESS J1825--137137

PRELIMINARY

GLAST

CTA (“7SKA”)

See talk by Dave Thompson



Modelling Modelling 
HESS J1825HESS J1825--137/3EG J1826137/3EG J1826--13021302

See the poster of See the poster of LemiereLemiere, et al. , et al. 
Take into account theTake into account the
–– Time dependence of nebular field strength and Time dependence of nebular field strength and 

spindownspindown power with age.power with age.
–– Evolutionary constraints to have VHE emitting Evolutionary constraints to have VHE emitting 

electrons survive to the edge of the PWN.electrons survive to the edge of the PWN.
–– Fit the curved spectral shape of VHE gammaFit the curved spectral shape of VHE gamma--

rays and Xrays and X--rays , remembering that the rays , remembering that the 
placement of electrons into the PWN to give placement of electrons into the PWN to give 
the VHE and Xthe VHE and X--rays are not contemporary!rays are not contemporary!



Parameters : ε (Lo,Po,τo)      σ α Emin

fraction of          
L(t)

Pulsar 
characteristic LB/Lelec

Magnetic field 
parametrization acceleration

Best fit :

Lo  = 2 1039 ergs/s
ε =    70 %
σ =    0.1
α =     0.8
B(T) =   4μG
Emin =  10 GeV

Other parameters :
braking index =3
n = 2.2

HESS J1825-137 SED
- CMB
- DUST
- STARS
- TOTAL

Reproduce the 
total spectrum with 
Ebreak at ~ 2 TeV



A prediction for GLASTA prediction for GLAST

Roberts, Romani & Kawai (2001) first Roberts, Romani & Kawai (2001) first 
suggested that some unidentified EGRET suggested that some unidentified EGRET 
sources may be PWN.sources may be PWN.
Whereas GLAST may not be able to resolve the Whereas GLAST may not be able to resolve the 
HESS sources at the claimed sizes, GLAST HESS sources at the claimed sizes, GLAST 
should see the larger should see the larger uncooleduncooled convergent size, convergent size, 
for which its PSF is able to resolve.for which its PSF is able to resolve.
Thus, GLAST may be able to resolve some Thus, GLAST may be able to resolve some 
PWN.PWN.
The GLAST PWN will be mostly flat spectrum The GLAST PWN will be mostly flat spectrum 
sources (in nusources (in nu--FF--nu)nu)



PRELIMINARY

Submitted to A&A, see announcement in Official HESS website



KOOKABURRA RADIO/VHE COMPARISONKOOKABURRA RADIO/VHE COMPARISON

PRELIMINARY



EGRET/HESS/ASCA comparisonEGRET/HESS/ASCA comparison

PRELIMINARY



KOOKABURRA MULTIWAVELENGTH SPECTRUMKOOKABURRA MULTIWAVELENGTH SPECTRUM

PRELIMINARY
PROBLEM !

Why do we not 
see cooling in 
ASCA X-rays?

???
WE NEED GLAST !Vela pulsar like (few %) 
conversion efficiency for pulsed.



Summary: offset PWN Summary: offset PWN 

Vela X:Vela X: BlondinBlondin et al. 2001 (et al. 2001 (ApJApJ) simulated the ) simulated the 
southward shift of Vela X radio nebula. Seen in radio, Xsouthward shift of Vela X radio nebula. Seen in radio, X--
rays and rays and TeVTeV..
G 18.0G 18.0--0.7:0.7: GaenslerGaensler et al. 2003  (et al. 2003  (ApJApJ) invoked the Vela ) invoked the Vela 
X scenario to explain the XX scenario to explain the X--ray offset. Clearly seen in ray offset. Clearly seen in TeVTeV; ; 
““ΓΓ--rr”” relationship prove of PSR origin & electron origin.relationship prove of PSR origin & electron origin.
Kookaburra:Kookaburra: Two apparent offset PWN (relative to K3 Two apparent offset PWN (relative to K3 
and K2(?) in the Rabbit.and K2(?) in the Rabbit.
Many galactic plane PWN may be offset because of SNR Many galactic plane PWN may be offset because of SNR 
explosion into inhomogeneous ISM.explosion into inhomogeneous ISM.

Thus: HESS confirms both known Thus: HESS confirms both known ““One SidedOne Sided”” examples examples 
(Vela X and G18.0(Vela X and G18.0--0.7) and increases statistics in High 0.7) and increases statistics in High 
Energy Astrophysics (Kookaburra and Plane sources).Energy Astrophysics (Kookaburra and Plane sources).



A New Sequence of PWN:A New Sequence of PWN:

Cooled VHE PWN: Cooled VHE PWN: 
PSR B1509PSR B1509--58 in MSH1558 in MSH15--5252
G0.9+0.1G0.9+0.1

Partially Cooled VHE PWN:Partially Cooled VHE PWN:
G18.0G18.0--0.7 = HESS J18250.7 = HESS J1825--137137

UncooledUncooled PWN:PWN:
Vela XVela X
Dynamic compact Dynamic compact plerionplerion of PSR B1259of PSR B1259--63 (John Kirk63 (John Kirk’’s talk)s talk)



PSR B1509PSR B1509--58 58 -- jet dominated flowjet dominated flow

H.E.S.S.

TeV:

ΓTeV=2.27±0.03

X-RAYS Resolved Core: 
Γcore∼1.5; 
Γdiffuse=2.05±0.04

ΔΓ=2.27-2.05 =0.2



A New Sequence of PWN:A New Sequence of PWN:

Cooled VHE PWN: Cooled VHE PWN: 
PSR B1509PSR B1509--58 in MSH1558 in MSH15--5252
G0.9+0.1G0.9+0.1

Partially Cooled VHE PWN:Partially Cooled VHE PWN:
G18.0G18.0--0.7 = HESS J18250.7 = HESS J1825--137137

UncooledUncooled PWN:PWN:
Vela XVela X
Dynamic compact Dynamic compact plerionplerion of PSR B1259of PSR B1259--63 (John Kirk63 (John Kirk’’s talk)s talk)



G0.9+0.1:G0.9+0.1:
Radio Radio 

Image of Image of 
Galactic Galactic 
CenterCenter

RADIO



G0.9+0.1:G0.9+0.1:
TeVTeV

Detection Detection 
(H.E.S.S.)(H.E.S.S.)

H.E.S.S.



XMMXMM--Newton: G0.9+0.1Newton: G0.9+0.1



G0.9+0.1 G0.9+0.1 
spectrumspectrum

XX--ray (cooled) ray (cooled) 
photon index in photon index in 
total nebula: total nebula: 
~2.0~2.0
TeVTeV cooled cooled 
photon index: photon index: 
~2.4~2.4

See poster of 
Venter & de 
Jager on initial 
spindown
power derived 
from radio, 
VHE and X-
ray spectra..



A New Sequence of PWN:A New Sequence of PWN:

Cooled VHE PWN:Cooled VHE PWN:
PSR B1509PSR B1509--58 in MSH1558 in MSH15--5252
G0.9+0.1G0.9+0.1

Partially Cooled VHE PWN:Partially Cooled VHE PWN:
G18.0G18.0--0.7 = HESS J18250.7 = HESS J1825--137137

Uncooled PWN:Uncooled PWN:
Vela XVela X
Dynamic compact plerion of PSR B1259Dynamic compact plerion of PSR B1259--63 (John Kirk63 (John Kirk’’s talk)s talk)



Size versus spectral behaviour

PRELIMINARY

Convergent maximal 
uncooled size

Shrinking size 
due to cooling



A New Sequence of PWN:A New Sequence of PWN:

Cooled VHE PWN:Cooled VHE PWN:
PSR B1509PSR B1509--58 in MSH1558 in MSH15--5252
G0.9+0.1G0.9+0.1

Partially Cooled VHE PWN:Partially Cooled VHE PWN:
G18.0G18.0--0.7 = HESS J18250.7 = HESS J1825--137137

Uncooled PWN:Uncooled PWN:
Vela XVela X
Dynamic compact plerion of PSR B1259Dynamic compact plerion of PSR B1259--63 (John Kirk63 (John Kirk’’s talk)s talk)



Vela X convergent maximal 
(∼1 degree) uncooled size



ConclusionsConclusions
Galactic plane seems to be dotted with PWN along |b|Galactic plane seems to be dotted with PWN along |b|∼∼0, where 0, where 
Type II SNR are typically formed following massive star formatioType II SNR are typically formed following massive star formation in n in 
molecular clouds.molecular clouds.
GroundGround--based VHE gammabased VHE gamma--ray observations probe the electron ray observations probe the electron 
component of extended PWN, which corresponds to the EUV component of extended PWN, which corresponds to the EUV 
domain (in synchrotron), which cannot be done with EUV domain (in synchrotron), which cannot be done with EUV 
instruments (absorption).instruments (absorption).
Target photon field for PWN is CMBR/galactic photons fields => Target photon field for PWN is CMBR/galactic photons fields => 
spatial map of VHE emission truly reflects the electron distribuspatial map of VHE emission truly reflects the electron distribution. tion. 
Same cannot always be said about XSame cannot always be said about X--ray observations, due toray observations, due to
–– Contamination from thermal emission andContamination from thermal emission and
–– Possible gradients in the PWN magnetic field strength Possible gradients in the PWN magnetic field strength 

complicates conclusions about resident electron distributions.complicates conclusions about resident electron distributions.
Energy dependent morphology is a proof of electron origin in Energy dependent morphology is a proof of electron origin in 
G18.0G18.0--0.7. First detection of such morphology in HESS J18250.7. First detection of such morphology in HESS J1825--137.137.
Particle dominated PWN are ideal VHE sources (de Particle dominated PWN are ideal VHE sources (de JagerJager & Venter & Venter 
2005). This allow them to (a) have radiation maxima in IC rather2005). This allow them to (a) have radiation maxima in IC rather
than synchrotron, and (b) maximal expansion sizes from electron than synchrotron, and (b) maximal expansion sizes from electron 
survival considerations.survival considerations.
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